Tribe set to face ODU

Kimball’s 75th Anniversary

Seniors Nathan Mann and Laimis Kisielius look to lead the Tribe
past the Monarchs tomorrow night at Kaplan Arena.
See Basketball page 10

In honor of its 75th anniversary, the Kimball Theater is hosting a film festival throughout February.
See kimball page 6
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Class of 2012

Remembering a King

Apps are
likely to
increase

Former NAACP chairperson Evers-Williams
lectures on ‘tomorrow’s leaders’ at MLK talk
By anne foster
The Flat Hat

Myrlie Evers-Williams, a Civil Rights
activist and former chairperson of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, spoke last
night at the College’s commemoration
ceremony for Martin Luther King, Jr.
In addition to her role as NAACP
chairperson, Evers-Williams founded
the Medgar Evers Institute, co-authored “Us the Living,” a biography
of her late husband activist Medgar
Evers, who was killed by the Klu Klux
Klan, and ran for Congress, though
she was unsucessful.
Evers-Williams spoke of her experiences with racism and prejudice
during the Civil Rights movement, the
difficulties in bringing her husband’s
killer to justice and her run for Congress.
However, the majority of the lecture focused on the current state of
the country and of the movement for
which King ultimately gave his life.
“What pains me is when people
say ‘I got here by myself,’” she
said.
Evers-Williams also emphasized the importance of be-

Increase in early acceptances
suggests change in strategy

By brian mahoney
Flat Hat News Editor
The College is expecting a
record number of applications
for the Class of 2012.
Dean of Admissions Henry
Broaddus estimated that 11,400
students have applied to the
College, a 5 percent increase
from last year’s 10,845. The
College’s admissions deadline
has passed, but the full number of applications is unknown
because they have not all processed through the admissions
office.
Broaddus expects more concrete numbers in the coming
weeks. If the preliminary number holds, it will be a record
year for the College, and the
largest growth in applications in
three years.
The jump in applications
follows a nationwide increase
in college applications among
America’s high school students.
Broaddus also said that in-state
applications have significantly
increased since last year, while
out-of-state applications are
“running slightly behind.”
“This year is an unusual
year,” Broaddus said, describ-

ing the climate surrounding college admissions, particularly in
Virginia.
Broaddus said that the College may have been helped by
the University of Virginia’s
2006 decision to end its early
admissions program, effective
for this year’s applicant pool.
U.Va. — along with Harvard
University and Princeton University — abolished its early
admissions program, saying it
unfairly advantaged wealthier
applicants.
In eliminating the program,
U.Va. may have sent more early
admission students to the College, as students unsure of their
chances at regular admission at
U.Va. may have been drawn to
the College’s early admission
program.
The admissions department
also released early decision statistics. A total of 917 students
applied early to the College, an
increase from last year’s 904.
Of the early decision pool, 467
were admitted, an acceptance
rate of about 51 percent. Last
year’s early decision admit rate
was 41 percent. The majority of
See Admissions page 4

The College’s $585M endowment ranked 129th this year,
moving down one spot from last year

The College’s endowment ranking fell one spot
from last year in the 2007 year-end endowment
study conducted by the National Association of
College and University Business Officers.
Last year the College ranked 128 but has now
moved down to 129.
The College’s endowment ranking has dropped
every year since records became available in 2002,
when it was ranked 115th.
However,
the
endowment
grew
from
$491,629,000 in 2006 to $585,904,000 in 2007, a
19.2 percent increase.
Last year the College also dropped a place in the
rankings, though this year it overtook State University of New York Foundation while Colby University and Cooper Union passed the College.
The rank places it fourth in the state after the
University of Virginia, the University of Richmond
and Washington & Lee University.
Seventeen of the public and private institutions
that are considered to be in the College’s peer group
by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia were included in the study, but the College
only ranked higher than University of Connecticut, SUNY – Binghamton and University of New
Hampshire.
This was also true last year.

Inside

Ten of the peer group colleges had greater percent increases in endowment than the College in the
last year.
Average growth for all colleges and universities
in the study was 18.4 percent.

PEER SCHOOLS Endowment Rankings
College

Percent Increase Ranking

Notre Dame
Duke
Dartmouth
Brown
UNC Chapel Hill
Boston College
Wake Forest
Georgetown

34.7
31.4
21.6
21.4
32.1
15.3
19.8
26.9

14
15
21
26
30
41
58
73

TOP 5 VIRGINIA INSTITUTIONS
UVA
University of Richmond
Washington & Lee
The College of William and Mary
Virginia Tech

20.8
19.9
18.0
19.2
17.3

20
44
105
128
137

Source: NACUBOe Harper — The Flat
Hat
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ing an active citizen, recalling King’s
passion for civil liberties.
“Martin would say to seize the
rights of your citizenship,” she said.
“You no longer have to be downsized
when you go to vote.”
Evers-Williams proved that one
person’s vote really can change the
outcome of a contest, telling the story
of her election as chairperson of the
NAACP, which she won by a single
vote. She also expressed her hope for
the future, referencing the song “We
Shall Overcome.”
“I want a new song that says ‘we
have overcome,’” she said.
“I hope we don’t
commemorate
Martin Luther
King and his
deeds only
one day a
year.”

hMike Harper — The Flat Hat

College endowment
slips in national ranking
By ANGELA COTA
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor
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Student faces $5,000
embezzlement charge
McClain arrested after
short investigation
By KARA STARR
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor
After a campus police investigation, William McClain ’08 was arrested Jan. 18 and
charged with embezzling more than $5,000
from Students Serve, a student-run nonprofit
organization that awards academic grants for
community
service
projects.
McClain,who
served as the associate
director of finance for
the organization, faces
a range of potential punitive actions from the
College, in addition
TAKEN FROM WM.EDU
to the state criminal
McClain ’08
charges.
McClain is also the vice president of the
Beta Theta Pi fraternity and has served as an
orientation aide and the recycling coordinator
for the Student Assembly, according to his student profile on the fraternity’s website.
McClain’s case, like all other student cases,
will first be dealt with by the College administration, and then may pass on to the Judicial
Council or to the Honor Council.
Those decisions are handled on a case-bycase basis, and discussion of individual cases
is prevented by the Family Education Rights

Sex Column, page 7

and Privacy Act.
“Any violation of law by students is subject
to the school’s disciplinary system. These can
range from a warning to full dismissal,” College spokeswoman Suzanne Seurattan said.
Angela Perkey ’09, the executive director of
Students Serve, reported the alleged embezzlement to College police Jan. 14.
Lieutenant John Coleman headed the investigation, analyzing Students Serve’s records
and speaking to individuals who are involved
in the organization.
“We spoke to several individuals and ultimately to McClain. The details of the investigation will come out in court,” Coleman said.
Perkey said that the missing funds have now
been restored and that College police had decided to press charges.
She also said that she was taking steps to
avoid similar incidents in the future, and that
other service organizations can learn from the
incident.
“We are making sure that this will never
happen again,” Perkey said. “I would definitely
advise other student leaders to go ahead and
at least review their financial procedures,” she
added.
McClain was held in the Peninsula Regional
Jail in Jamestown and was issued a $3,000 unsecured bond.
His trial date has not yet been arranged.
According to Perkey, all is back to normal
at Students Serve.
She said the group is preparing for their next
grant award this March.

Reviews, page 8

Sports, page 10
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Five
College
students
departed with Dr. E.C. Branchi,
professor at the College, on a
12,000-mile road trip to South
America. The caravan reached
Buenos Aires three months later
after covering over 500 miles
of land lacking roads. Branchi
attempted to obtain a signature
in each country they passed in
support of the construction of
an intercontinental highway.
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Beyond the burg

MPAA finds ‘human error’ in 2005 study
Students account for dramatically lower losses than reported, group says

Corrections
The Flat Hat wishes to correct any facts printed incorrectly. Corrections may be submitted by e-mail to the section editor in which the incorrect information was printed. Requests for corrections will be accepted at any time.

Weather
Friday

Saturday

High 42 		
Low 27

High 48
Low 32 		

Sunday

High 49
Low 30

Source: www.weather.com

“

Quotes of the Week

I would definitely advise other student
leaders to go ahead and at least review
their financial procedures.

1961

— wikipedia Commons

Limewire is one of many file-sharing applications that students use to download music and videos.

”

— Angela Perkey ’09 on her reaction to the embezzlement
of funds from Students Serve.
		
See embezzlement page 1

News in Brief
College group to fast 25 hours for hunger cause
Student members of the College’s Stop Hunger Now, a non-profit organization with the purpose of fighting hunger worldwide, will be sponsoring a 25-hour fast today in order to raise money for their group.
The fast will help to raise money for an event to be held later this
spring to send food to developing countries overseas. Friends and families of the members, along with professors at the College, have made
donations to the cause.
Established in 1998, Stop Hunger Now operates from Raleigh, NC,
and has provided over $100 million in aid to more than 55 countries.

By Isshin Teshima
Flat Hat Insight Editor
A 2005 study by the Motion
Picture Association of America,
which represents the interests of
the American movie industry, recently discovered a mistake in a
2005 survey that it had been using to push anti-piracy legislation
through Congress.
The report, conducted by independent research group L.E.K.,
found that the movie industry lost
roughly $6.1 billion on average
to piracy. However, the study also
found that 44 percent of the domestic losses to piracy came from
college students who often have
high-speed internet on campuses.
In a statement released to
various education groups by the
MPAA, the association reported
that a “human error” in the survey
caused the percentage of domestic losses to be too high. Instead,
the MPAA now reports that college students are only responsible
for roughly 15 percent of losses.
Since 2005, the MPAA and the
Recording Industry Association
of America have repeatedly used

the 44 percent statistic to push
universities around the country
to increase measures combatting
illegal file sharing. Last year, seven students at the College were
brought to court by the RIAA, a
similar group that represents the
music industry, for illegal downloading, a case that was thrown
out by a federal district court. In
addition, legislation currently in
the Congress, if passed, would
force all colleges and universities
to prevent illegal file sharing.
However, since the discovery
of the error, skepticism has increased as to how much of an impact college students have on the
movie industry. Mark Luker, vice
president of Educause, a nonprofit group that furthers learning
through information technology,
believes that the new figures show
that students really do not have
much of an impact on domestic
losses as originally thought.
“The 44 percent figure was
used to show that if college campuses could somehow solve this
problem, then it would make a
tremendous difference,” he said.
“[Now], any solution on campus

will have only a small impact on
the industry itself.”
Luker also pointed out that
the study does not account for
the roughly 80 percent of college
students nationwide who live offcampus and are not using college
networks to illegally download.
He concludes that 3 percent is a
more likely estimate for the percentage of domestic revenue loss
in the motion picture industry to
college populations.
MPAA has taken steps to correct the error and plans to hire a
third party to confirm the proper
numbers. However, the MPAA
believes that the reduced number
is still significant and colleges
must take further precautions.
The mistake has also led many
to believe that the movie industry
has been unfairly biased toward
college students.
“Illegal peer-to-peer file sharing is a society-wide problem,”
Terry Hartle, vice president of
the American Council of Education, said. Hartle also pointed out
that colleges will focus on the
problem, but more laws and strict
rules are not necessary.

The William and Mary Choir
made their first radio debut on
the NBC radio program “Great
Choirs in the United States.”
The chorus received a spot on
the program by sending in a
tape-recorded audition to NBC.
The chorus sang “Regina Coeli”
from Mascagni’s “Cavalleria
Rusticana” for the show.

1977

Construction work continued
around campus, including a
$59,000 renovation to the third
floor of Washington Hall and
multiple new sidewalks for
the purpose of “beautifing the
campus.” Construction, which
began in November, was set for
completion in March.

1986

The College’s academic
ratings increased from four to
the maximum five stars in the
third edition of the “Selective
Guide to Colleges” by Edward
B. Fiske, education editor of
The New York Times. The
College continues to have a
five-star rating today.
— compiled by Alisan VanFleet

Street Beat

What did you do on your Monday off?

Sam Sadler’s operation a success
Sam Sadler, vice president of student affairs, recently underwent surgery for a rare heart condition at the Duke University Medical Center.
College President Gene Nichol, in an e-mail to the College, reported that
the surgery was a success and that Sadler is already recovering. Sadler’s
family wishes to thank everyone who asked about Sadler’s progress in the
last couple of days.

Professor Greenia awarded by editors
Professor George Greenia recently received the 2007 Distinguished
Editor Award from the Council of Editors of Learned Journals for his
work on the research journal La corónica.
The CELJ is an international organization of humanities journals that
gives the award to editors who have left a impression on their professional fields by guiding research of lasting value.
— by Isshin Teshima and Alisan VanFleet

I slept late, then played golf later
in the afternoon.

I went out to breakfast and spent
time with my friends.

I played a lot of video games and
didn’t do any work.

I’m pretty sure I slept all day. It
was all a blur. I was pretty drained
after One in Four training.

Scott Saal ’11

Maggie McEovy ’11

Brandon Thompson ’10

Greg Wells ’09

Tuesday, Jan. 15 –– A 20year-old student was arrested
and charged with grand larceny
of a wheel lock and destruction
of property. He was released on
a $2,000 bond.
–– A bike was reported stolen
on the 100 block of Wake Drive.
1
Its estimated value is $25.
––A student reported the theft
of a parking decal worth $275
from his car while parked in the
2
William & Mary Hall Lot.
–– A 19-year-old student
was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol
at Unit F. He was released on a
3
summons.
Wednesday, Jan. 16 –– A
professor reported that glass
from the front door to the
Ceramics Studio had been
broken. The estimated cost of
4
repair is $25.
Thursday, Jan. 17 –– An
individual from Jones Hall
reported the theft of a Wii game.
No action has been taken since
contact with the last student
who checked it out has not been
5
made.

––A 21-year-old student
was arrested and charged with
embezzlement of $5,000 from
organization funds. He was
released on a $3,000 bond.
Friday, Jan. 18 –– A 19year-old student was arrested at
the intersection of Jamestown
Road and Indian Springs Road
for operating a motor vehicle
after illegally consuming alcohol
and for underage possession of
6
alcohol.
Saturday, Jan. 19 –– A police
officer reported that a vehicle
on Wake Drive had been egged
and covered in powder. The
estimated damage to the vehicle
1
is $100.
–– A student from Yates Hall
reported the theft of a coat, keys
and student ID. The student later
called to say that the items were
7
retrieved.
Monday, Jan. 21 –– An R.A.
from Unit H called to report
damage to a student’s door. The
estimated damage to the door is
3
$100.

campus Police Beat

Jan. 15 to Jan. 21

By the Numbers

$1,000

2

The amount of money that an arrested drug dealer from Maine won through
a lottery ticket. The ticket was promptly confiscated by police, who claimed
that the ticket was bought with illegal drug money.

1
3

7

60 mph

The speed that driverless cars have to exceed to be pulled over by police
according to California law.

277

5
8
6

The number of parrots that a man attempted to smuggle into Belarus
while riding a bicycle. When confronted by border police, he abandoned
the birds and fled back to the Ukraine.

$31,200

4

The amount of money required for a Swedish firm to incorporate body heat
from a nearby train station into their building’s heating system.
— by Isshin Teshima and Sarah Hays

— photos and interviews by Beau Blumberg

— Compiled by Sarah Hays
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Senate fails to override Pilchen’s veto on Speech Act
BY RUSS ZERBO
Flat Hat Staff Writer
The Student Assembly passed the Closing of the
Gun Show Loophole Act and the Student Input on
the Gene Nichol Referendum Act during Tuesday’s
first session of the spring semester.
There was also a failed attempt to override SA
President Zach Pilchen’s veto of the Protect the
Freedom of Speech Act, and two pieces of new
business were presented.
Senate Chairman Matt Beato ’09 was not in attendance because of his position on the Colonial
District Soil and Water Conservation Board; Senator Joe Luppino-Esposito ’08 served as interim
chairman.
The Closing of the Gun Show Loophole Act,
sponsored by Sens. Devan Barber ’08, Michael
Douglass ’11 and Brittany Fallon ’11, encourages
the state of Virginia to pass legislation prohibiting
the sale of guns at gun shows without a prior background check and was passed 15-0-1. The Virginia

House had voted down a similar piece of legislation prior to the SA’s passing of the bill. The Virginia Senate voted the legislation down Wednesday
morning.
The Student Input on the Gene Nichol Referendum Act, sponsored by Alex Kyrios ’09, proposed
to put the question, “Do you believe Gene Nichol’s
contract should be renewed?” to a referendum vote
during the March Student Assembly election and
was passed 15-0-1.
Senators debated whether the referendum would
incite more controversy regarding Nichol or give
an accurate picture of the student body’s opinion
toward him.
“No matter what, the College will be torn apart
by controversy,” Douglass said. “The students
should have a chance to be heard.”
SA Vice President Valerie Hopkins ’09 also
raised the question of whether such a referendum is
the SA’s responsibility.
“Yes, this is our job to put [a] referendum to the
students about anything we see fit,” Kyrios replied.

Douglass’ motion to override Pilchen’s veto of
the Protect the Freedom of Speech Act failed 10-7,
falling short of the required three-fourths of the
vote. The bill was passed by the senate during the
fall semester and discouraged students from taking
more than one copy of a free campus publication.
It also proposed placing signs in the University
Center entrance to deter such behavior. Pilchen
was on hand to defend his veto and cited part of
the bill as irrelevant because the SA does not have
the authority to direct the Honor Council, Judicial
Council or Campus Police with regard to trial or
investigation of students who steal or destroy publications. Pilchen also referred to the placing of signs
in the UC as “patronizing.”
Senators debated whether signs informing students that it was illegal to take more than one copy
of a registered publication would be considered didactic or informative, and whether these thefts are
still a relevant problem.
“I pretty much think it’s a dead issue,” Sen. Walter McClean ’09 said. “I really think this is some-

thing we can just drop.”
The two pieces of new business presented were
the Steer Clear Re-establishment Act sponsored by
Sen. Sarah Rojas ’10, and the Heath Ledger Condolence Act sponsored by Kyrios.
The Steer Clear Re-establishment Act allocates
$1,842 from the consolidated reserve to William
Healy ’09 to recreate the Steer Clear program. The
program was previously run by fraternities and sororities, but suffered from a lack of volunteer drivers; the new program will pay drivers $8 an hour.
The bill proposes that Steer Clear should run Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights from 9:30 p.m. to
2:30 a.m. If passed at next week’s SA meeting, it
would begin operating Feb. 1. The Heath Ledger
Condolence Act honors the passing of the young
actor.
Finance Secretary Andrew Blasi ’10 also gave
an update of the SA’s finances, reporting that so far
the SA has spent an average of $5,700 per month
out of the consolidated reserve, which is under the
budgeted amount of $8,125 per month.

55 lobby state legislature
Students speak out in
favor of Feb. 4 Sex Show
Students travel to Richmond to meet with senators and delegates

By ALEX GUILLÉN
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor
After the Student Assembly Finance Committee
voted to approve $1,450 in funds for the Sex Workers’
Art Show last Thursday, many students have spoken
out regarding the show.
The performance features workers from the sex
industry who discuss their work and lives. It is touring this year, with performances at Duke University,
George Mason University, Harvard University and
the University of Michigan, and has been criticized
as pornographic and immoral. Supporters of the show
argue that by giving an educational voice to the sex
industry, the public can work toward a better understanding of one of the country’s largest trades.
“I think that the show is important because it sheds
light on an industry that is pervasive in all of American
culture, and worldwide culture at that, and yet is given
no voice,” show organizer Mea Geizhals ’08 said.
Education professor John Foubert is one of the
most vocal critics of the show. Foubert, who could not
attend the Finance Committee meeting the night the

committee voted to approve funds and so sent physics professor John Delos, cited in his argument a variety of studies that he says show a causal correlation
between viewing pornography and violence toward
women. He has gone so far as to post a warning on the
Facebook group “Don’t spend our money on the Sex
Workers Art Show!”
“From my scholarly perspective, seeing the show
will harm students and is likely to be a direct contributor to subsequent incidents of rape and other forms of
sexual and non-sexual aggression committed by our
students against other students,” Foubert wrote.
The show’s organizers dismissed Foubert’s prediction.
“I think it’s a bogus claim,” Charles Plummer ’08
said.
As of press time, 174 students were members
of the Facebook group, including former SA presidential candidate Brad Potter ’08. Potter criticized
the SA for spending money to support the show. A
group supporting the show counts 381 students as
members.
See SEX SHOW page 4

By ALEXANDRA COCHRANE
Flat Hat Staff Writer

Jan. 22, 55 students traveled to Richmond to lobby Virginia senators and delegates on the importance
of funding higher education. Students left campus at
6 a.m. and arrived at the Library of Virginia for a
7:30 a.m. breakfast with legislators, legislative staff,
alumni and students. They traveled to the Capitol
Building and split into groups to talk with legislators
for two and a half hours.
Intern for the College’s Office of Public Affairs
Seth Levey ’08 helped organize the event.
“The legislators love hearing from the students
because higher education is a service provided to
citizens of the commonwealth. Students are essentially customers providing customer feedback. We
understand better than anyone else the impact of
funding and are able to provide an important point
of view,” Levey said.
In fall 2007, the College was faced with a 6.2
percent budget cut when it was already at its lowest functioning funding level ever.
“We wanted to put a face to all of the students in
need of operating facilities, well-paid professors,
and strong financial aid packages,” Student As-

sembly Vice President Valerie Hopkins ’09 said.
Hopkins had the opportunity to speak with various
representatives, and other participants described
similar interactions. Specifically, students focused
on issues of importance to the College. They petitioned legislators to support building projects,
especially for the new School of Education.
“The College has a particularly notable School
of Education, but its accreditation is on probationary status because the facilities are so poor,” Hopkins said.
The College’s need to offer competitive salaries to
professors was another key lobbying point. The students maintained that because the College employs
a highly-skilled faculty, it must provide its members
an economic incentive not to seek higher salaries at
private institutions. Lastly, students discussed the
importance of the Gateway Program, which gives
scholarships to students unable to afford education.
Road to Richmond allows students the unique
opportunity to interact with legislators and represent the College’s interests.
“Most students will not be receiving the benefits of any potential budgetary changes. They
See RichmoND page 4
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2012: A record year?
ADMISSIONS from page 1

early decision acceptances — about
73 percent — were from Virginia.
The majority of those accepted in
the early decision pool — 299, or
about 64 percent — were women.
About 16 percent of those admitted early decision were nonwhite, an increase of about 1
percent from last year’s pool. The
middle 50th percentile SAT range
for the Math and Verbal sections
combined was 1270-1400, about

the same as last year’s pool.
The increase in early decision
acceptances may indicate a strategic shift in the College’s admission process, which experienced
a rising overall admit rate in the
past several years. Last year’s
overall admit rate — after all applications and acceptances were
tallied — was 34 percent.
Earl Granger, the College’s
associate provost for enrollment,
did not admit a new admissions
strategy, but noted that accepting

more early decision students may
help bring down a school’s admit
rate.
Granger said that accepting
more early decision candidates
“definitely plays into the overall
admit rate. In some ways by doing
that, it could help your overall admit rate. You end up putting fewer
offers on the table.”
Granger noted, however, that
the College has never tried to
“make its class” from an early
decision pool.

Students lobby state leg.
RICHMOND from page 3
all come to protect the College
that they love and provide for
future generations of William
and Mary students,” Hopkins
said.
SA Sen. Ryan Eickel ’10 described the experience as evi-

dence of students’ desire to help
the College.
“It was great to speak directly to those that hold the power
to affect change and offer us the
resources that we need to succeed,” Eickel said.
SA President Zach Pilchen
’09 led a group of students to
meet with legislators, includ-

ing Delegate David Bulova ’91.
Conversation not only covered
issues of funding, but also environmental issues facing Virginia
and the Chesapeake Bay.
“He reminded me that William and Mary’s impact is so
much more expansive than
a few acres in downtown
Williamsburg,” Pilchen said.
PHOTO COURTESy — SEX WORKER’S ART SHOW

The Sex Workers’ Art Show is coming to the UC Commonwealth Auditorium Feb. 4.

Sex Workers’ Art Show
sparks criticism, debate
SEX SHOW from page 3

Many of the show’s critics
agree with Potter; although they
oppose the show for its content,
they are more upset about the
student government funding a
portion of the Sex Workers’ Art
Show.
“I think that it is irresponsible for the Student Assembly to
throw its monetary support behind something that is obviously
so controversial, divisive and, to
many, offensive,” group founder
Thomas Chappell ’11 said.
The organizers counter that
they are working to fund the

show without the SA’s help.
“Right now about half of the
money is coming from Student
Assembly, and as we raise more
money independently we can
work towards paying that back,”
Sarah Klotz ’08 said.
She and the other organizers
added that they fully expect to
raise enough money to repay the
SA, although they stressed that
the funding is helpful and beneficial.
“Something we’re working
hard against is to set the precedent that the SA should not
fund the show,” Geizhals said.
“This is something that abso-

lutely should be funded by the
school.”
New to the show this year is
a panel discussion, as well as
a question and answer session
with the performers after the
show.
Organizers added these components when students last year
requested more educational aspects to the presentation.
“We are being as sensitive as
we can to other people and we
would appreciate other people to
hear our reasoning as well,” Geizhals said.The show is scheduled
to come to the University Center
Feb. 4.
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Keep ’em coming

he latest Early Decision statistics may signal a change in admissions office strategy. While Early Decision applications grew an
anemic 1 percent, the early acceptance rate soared by almost 10
percent. At first glance, it appears the College is losing ground.
Associate Provost for Enrollment Earl Granger suggested something
different: accepting more students may help increase general admissions
selectivity in April, a figure often cited in college guides. And, whether
appropriate or not, that selectivity is assumed to be a measure of prestige.
While we would prefer the College eliminate Early Decision completely
and move to the more equitable Early Action, we are pleased that the
admissions office finally appears to be actively trying to reverse a recent
troubling slide in perceived selectivity.
The College is making other important strides. A long-overdue website
redesign is in the works, and should serve as an attractive introduction to
the school to those whose first visit may take place on a 15-inch monitor.
But there is much the admissions office still needs to address. The
school needs to broaden and increase its applicant pool nationally. This
may be achieved through more creative means — by waiving applicaThe College ranks among
tion fees for high-performing stuthe nation’s premier liberal
dents across the country who reach
arts institutions, but it cannot some SAT and GPA threshold, for
remain so without bright and example. Like many other schools,
ambitious students.
the College uses the Common
Application, and were it free for a
select group of gifted high schoolers, carrying the application to the mailbox could be the most painful part
of the process.
But new websites and application fee subsidies are big tasks compared
to other small changes the College could make. The school needs to be
more aggressive in sending admissions literature to students who take the
SAT in order to spread the College’s name and broaden our geographic
recruiting base. Back on campus, when borderline candidates call the
admissions office to ask about applying, they should always be encouraged to apply, no matter their qualifications. The student who never
applies can never be considered, and more applications can only make
for a stronger class.
The College ranks among the nation’s premier liberal arts institutions
— public and private — but it cannot remain so without bright and ambitious students. It’s up to the admissions staff to make every effort to keep
them coming.

By Olivia Walch, Flat Hat Cartoonist

In our opinion ...
A rundown of The Flat Hat’s
opinion on other top stories in
this issue:
n A recent Student Assembly
bill supporting a sign designed
to deter theft of student publications in te University Center is
unnecessary. Twice vetoed (in
different forms) by SA President
Zach Pilchen ’09, the bill calls for
a placard over the newspapers and
magazines reminding students not
to take multiple copies.
Perhaps the SA has forgotten
that students are well aware that
their Honor Code prohibits stealing. Even then, it remains perplexing why the issue of purloined
publications is of greater concern
than, say, bike theft. No one has
been itching to put up signs over
every bike rack. In the end, it is up
to the student organizations themselves to determine whether some-

thing must be done. The SA should
stick to issues more relevant to
the student body as a whole. See
SPEECH ACT, page 3.
n The College’s endowment
recently grew by 19.2 percent over
the last year, and while that growth
may look like reason to celebrate,
it’s not. The gain, such as it was,
marks failures on two counts: first,
the College still moved backward
in the endowment rankings, and
second, while other schools were
beating the market, the College
simply kept pace with it. Because a
growing endowment is one of the
best ways to augment our meager
resources, average returns will
not suffice. In the pursuit of more
competitive returns, now may be
the time to diversify and to accept
more risk — or perhaps to seek
new financial management. See
ENDOWMENT, page 1.
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The Show must go on
profession?
I cannot understand the claims of some, such as One in
Four sponsor John Foubert ’90, that the Sex Workers’ Art
Show could lead to rape. How can listening to the experiFlat Hat Guest Columnist
ences of a marginalized group encourage men to sexually
assault women? I give men a little more credit than that,
and I hope you do, too.
Are we free to talk about sex?
The best way to reduce rape is to foster a positive diaSex. That’s right — go ahead, say it. See how it feels
logue about sex and, as the show depicts the threat of
rolling off the tongue. Can you handle it? Of course you
rape for sex workers, I cannot imagine a better forum to
can.
address these issues.
Everybody at one time or another has talked about sex.
Even if you do not care to hear about the lives of sex
So why is it that as soon as we try to bring the conversaworkers, even if you never want to see this show, are you
tion into the public, it becomes a scandal that rocks the
willing to censor a performance that brought in almost
entire state of Virginia?
1,000 audience members last year?
The time has come again for the
The entire University Center
It would be a tragedy for the was packed with students trySex Workers’ Art Show to remind us
just how uncomfortable the topic of
College to betray our values of ing to see the show, and over 400
sex can be, for some, and I want you
freedom of expression and stu- people were turned away because
the Commonwealth Auditorium
to ask yourself, “Are we free to talk
dent
autonomy
because
we
are
was filled to capacity. The Student
about sex?”
scared
to
talk
about
sex.
Assembly provided funding for the
Many of the harshest critics of the
show last year, and student support
Sex Workers’ Art Show have never
actually seen the performance, so
was overwhelming.
let me lay it out for you. A group of sex workers rangDo you think that a show supported by so many meming from exotic dancers to phone sex operators travel
bers of our campus community should be blocked by the
the United States in a bus to tell people about their lives.
administration?
They read memoirs and poetry, play music and showcase
I, for one, am glad to attend an institution that valtheir performance art. In some cases, nudity is part of the
ues free speech regardless of how offensive that speech
may be to some. It would be a tragedy for the College to
performance, but the most shocking thing about the show
betray our values of freedom of expression and student
is the political material.
autonomy because we are scared to talk about sex.
The sex industry brings in billions of dollars a year,
So, give it a try, start a conversation about sex, or sex
proving that Americans love to consume its products, but
work
or the show. You might learn something, and isn’t
do we ever acknowledge that there are people behind the
that
why
we came to the College in the first place?
pornography? Do we ever stop to hear what it’s like to be
a sex worker before we condemn those who choose this
Sarah Klotz is a senior at the College.

Sarah Klotz

Scouting out the Republican competition in ’08
Devan Barber

Flat Hat STaff Columnist

While I’ve promoted my fair share
of progressive politics over the past
year, it seems that, in the spirit of primary season, it is time to give a nod to
the folks across the aisle.
Since all the presidential candidates’ campaigns have been heating
up in recent weeks, I thought it might
be fun to analyze the Republican contenders.
So, here are some of the people
who could be running this country in
2009 — well, in theory anyway.
Rudy Giuliani: Poor Rudy. He
started out so strong, and then for
some reason his complete disregard
for significant primaries occurring on
days other than Feb. 5 seems to have

squashed his presidential hopes. I honestly thought he had it in the bag, but
at this point he’s being surpassed by
Ron “Dismantle the Internal Revenue
Service” Paul. I knew Republicans
were having a hard time warming up
to a pro-choice, cross-dressing nonhomophobe, but this campaign has
really taken a nosedive.
Mike Huckabee: This man terrifies
me a little. He sort of wants to revamp
our Constitution to reflect the will
of God and by sort of I mean he has
stated that explicitly. I mean, I love
God just as much as the next Southern
Baptist minister running for president,
but not so much in a “theocracy” way.
To be fair, he is fairly consistent in
his religion-infused politics. While
he’s extremely anti-choice, he actually
wants to “protect the unborn” once
they’ve left the womb. You know,
like, not polluting the environment
and attempting to give kids an education. In the Jan. 28, 2007 episode of

“Meet the Press,” he even said, “I
think that real pro-life people need to
be concerned about affordable housing, safe neighborhoods [and] access
to a college education.” That sounds
like crazy leftist propaganda, so he’s
pretty much barred from winning the
GOP nomination — which is really
fine with me.

Honestly, they should just sit out
this round, let Hillary and Obama
fix everything for eight years, and
come back with a vengeance.
John McCain: In my mind, McCain
seems to be the least of five evils in
this race. He doesn’t Bible-thump or
rail about the “illegals,” and the whole
campaign finance reform thing makes
him seem less corrupt than, say, everyone else. Unfortunately, no level of
maverick-style independence can erase

the fact that he somehow still supports
the war in Iraq (huh?) and is about
100 years old.
Mitt Romney: I think Mitt Romney
is probably a robot. His hair is too
shiny, and whenever he speaks I
feel like he’s trying to sell me overpriced, pre-owned vehicles. Maybe
his untrustworthy nature stems from
the complete political makeover that
took place between his stint as governor of Massachusetts and his bid for
president. Can’t say for sure. But I am
sorry to say that his Mormonism will
probably prevent him from winning
anything, because it seems like the
evangelicals are kind of finicky about
that stuff.
Ron Paul: There’s so much to say
about this man. For one, he’s not
really a Republican — or, rather, none
of the other Republicans are actually
Republicans. They’ve managed to turn
the party into a socially conservative,
big-government nuthouse (thanks,

conservative Christian movement), so
that “real” conservatives like Ron Paul
are left shouting from the sidelines.
Despite whatever Barack Obama’s
been saying over and over again for
what seems like forever, Paul would
certainly bring the most “change” to
Washington. Like, you know, tearing
down the IRS, removing the United
States from all international organizations and treaties and ending the war
on drugs. Of course, this is also why
he will never win the Republican
nomination. That, and the fact that his
supporters seem sort of rabid and cultlike.
So, it seems like the GOP field is
sort of, well, unimpressive. Honestly,
they should just sit out this round,
let Hillary and Obama fix everything
for eight years, and come back with a
vengeance.
Jenna Bush for president in 2016!
Devan Barber is a senior at the
College.
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Silver screen soiree

In celebration of its
75th anniversary,
the Kimball Theatre
hosts a film festival
to highlight history

H

By Claire Ellery
The Flat Hat

By Michelle Ju
The Flat Hat

aving recently celebrated its
75th anniversary in January,
the Kimball Theatre plans to
commemorate its historic run as the
prime cinematic attraction in Merchants
Square.
Continuing to show art-house flicks
and live performances, the theater is
famous for showcasing acclaimed
international films and distinguished
musicians.
In February, the Kimball will bring
back an array of timeless Hollywood hits
that lit up the screens of the past. “When
the Movies Come to Town,” will be a
four-day film event, commemorating the
past 75 years of cinematic history that
will revisit history, including screenings
of the original black-and-white classic
“King Kong” and “The Godfather.” The
festival will also feature receptions and
a distinguished list of guest speakers to
compliment the event.
Clay Riley, Kimball’s manager,
worked with Tim Bernard and Arthur
Knight, professors of the College’s film
studies department. “They approached
me about doing this feature. Bernard
wanted to go over the history of films
and expand it into this festival. Tim and
Arthur were immeasurably helpful in
creating topics within a loose framework,
integral to the course,” Riley said.
Formerly called the Williamsburg
Theatre, the Kimball opened its doors
Jan. 12, 1933. “The theater was the only
game in town,” Knight said. The theater
was associated with the Rockefellerowned Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theatre
Chain, the same company that ran the
Radio City Music Hall.
The Kimball Theatre boasts a legacy
graced by both history and celebrity.
In fact, the theater was a refuge for
Hollywood industry big shots, including
John D. Rockefeller and his wife. Walt

Class donates to local
literacy program

Jack Hohman — the flat hat

The film festival “When the Movies Come to Town” will feature Hollywood films
that have played at the theater throughout its history.

Disney also enjoyed leisurely evening opportunity and an intensive way to
screenings, resting on benches outside of introduce people to new films and ideas.
the theater and conversing with students The program will bring back mainstream
of the College who passed by.
Hollywood film hits from the past
“A lot of people see the Kimball and some art house films. But most
Theatre as an enduring Williamsburg importantly, [we can] use the occasion
business,” Riley said. “We’ve been here to not just celebrate the theater, but also
75 years. For a long time, it was really reflect on the limits of the public space
the only movie business. Our reputation and the progress society has made. Like
for quality goes a long way, especially many other establishments, the Kimball
among the community that’s been here Theatre use to be segregated, sometime
a long time.”
between 1955 and
The theater was
1963. Up into the
also one of the first
mid-1950s, there
imball heatre ilm estival
a i r- c o n d i t i o n e d
were no African
When: Thursday, Feb. 14
movie
theaters
Americans admitted
Where: Kimball Theatre
of its time, and
into the theater.”
introduced wider
Braum Katz ’10,
spaces between rows and an advanced who is involved in the festival’s planning
acoustic sound system. “It wasn’t until as a part of an American studies project,
the late ’60s when another movie theater described the historical details that the
opened up in town other than drive-ins,” event will highlight. “We are working
Riley said. “After the arrival of the RC to re-create the facade of the Kimball
Theatres in Williamsburg Crossing, it Theatre to look just as it did when
was decided that the theater would ‘King Kong’ premiered in 1933. I think
become an art house for independent this film festival will be an incredible
productions, essentially taking us out of opportunity for students to have a
competition of Hollywood films. That glimpse of Williamsburg history.
was in the late ’80s.”
“This program will enable students
According to Knight, “This festival to appreciate local history. For film
is intended to mesh with the film studies students and American studies students,
program, while providing an educational the program demonstrates the living,
breathing form that history can take.
History doesn’t have to be about wars
and political leaders. Sometimes, the
richest history can be found right in a
local community,” Katz said.
The festival will start from Thursday,
Feb. 14 and will run through Sunday,
Feb. 17. Although the screenings are
free, tickets are required for admission.
The selection includes eight fulllength feature presentations, shorterlength clips and cartoons, presentations
and a host of receptions, including
a wine and cheese affair. The movie
“Blowup” being screened on the College
campus. Popular films that mark the
decades of the past being featured are
“King Kong,” “Gone With the Wind,”
Jack Hohman — the flat hat
“Roman Holiday,” “The Godfather,”
Kimball Theatre, formerly called the Williamsburg Theatre, opened Jan. 12, 1933.
“The Rocky Horror Picture Show” and
The theater has welcomed celebrities such as Walt Disney and John D. Rockerfeller.
other blockbuster hits.
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Directions: Fill in the blank squares so that
each row, each column and each 3-by-3
block contain all of the digits 1 through 9.
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hard

If only every time you skipped class
you were donating to charity. That’s what
happens when a student misses Daniel
Byler’s ’09 speed reading class.
Every Sunday, students receive back $5
of the commitment fee they paid for the
class. When a student misses a class, his or
her $5 goes to a literacy fund.
Last semester Byler collected
approximately $1,000 from the class, which
will be donated to the Rita Welsh Adult
Literacy Program.
The Rita Welsh Adult Literacy Program
“provides one-to-one tutoring in basic
reading, math, GED preparation and
English as a second language to adults in
the Greater Williamsburg area,” the online
mission statement reads. Participants of the
program must be at least 18 and live or work
in the Greater Williamsburg area. Half of the
tutors are College students and half are from
the community.
“Our tutors are all highly educated and
range from being 18 to in their late 70s.”
Nancy Fazzone, the program’s executive
director, said. “Tutors meet with their
students for about an hour and a half for
each week of the 12-week semester.
Fazzone anticipates that the speed
reading donation will be used as a matching
grant. “It’ll be offered as an incentive, and
we expect it to be received as a challenge
grant,” she said.
When asked how the program would
use the money, Fazzone said, “The money
will go to our budget and be used for
things like our award ceremony in the
spring, where we thank the tutors and give
certificates to the learners. We also print a
journal every year called Aspirations, which
is a collection of learners’ stories that they
submit.” In addition, the money will go
toward resources for the learners, such as
the computer-assisted learning lab.
Byler said he chose to donate to
Rita Welsh because “it serves the local
community and a lot of William and Mary
students volunteer there.” The first semester

Byler offered the class, he had about 20
students and donated $200 dollars. With
100 students last semester, the donation
amounted to $1,000.
The class starts Sunday 27 at 3 p.m. and
lasts 10 weeks. In last semester’s course,
students at least doubled their reading rate,
with the average increase being 400 percent
and retention levels staying high.
Whereas last fall Byler taught three
sections of the class every Sunday, this
spring will feature one combined class. He
is confident that students will still enjoy
the benefits of a smaller class and will
keep the same teaching assistant to student
ratio of 25-to-1. TAs send each student a
weekly e-mail tracking his or her speed
reading progress. In addition, office hours
will be expanded to provide more individual
attention if needed.
This will be the last semester speed
reading is offered by Byler. As his senior
year approaches and he becomes more
focused on his career, the time commitment
of 15 hours per week will interfere with his
work. “I’ve really enjoyed the class,” he
said. “It’s been personally gratifying and
I hope the class fills up so I can reach the
greatest number of students.”
If you are interested in signing up for
the speed reading class, contact Byler at
dmbyle@wm.edu.

Megan Doyle — the flat hat

Daniel Byler ’09 instructs his weekly
speed reading class.

confusion corner

Member enlargement, spam
e-mails: a ‘big’ problem
Charlotte Savino
Flat hat COLUMNIST

You guys, this is really
embarrassing. Somehow everyone in
cyberspace knows I have a small penis.
It’s so small, it’s nonexistent! I keep
getting these e-mails to “make my
lovestick longer and more powerful.”
So, which one of you let the cat out of
the bag?
The good thing is, apparently
I’m not alone. Did you know that
each member of Alpha Chi Omega’s
executive board has a really small
penis? Yeah, they sure do, because my
penile enlargement friends are trying to
help them with their predicament. Work
at the Rec Center? Chances are you
have a very tiny penis — though I’m
sure that might be up for debate.
I just wish I could get that job. I
want to know who sits around writing
these eye-catching, wit-testing oneliners about sexual giants. That just
seems like the most awesome way to
make a buck. In honor of these hardworking penis pushers, here are some
of the best and brightest subject lines.
Improbable effect on your phallus!
— I just like the idea of the unknown
this evokes. Many effects are
improbable: for example, color change,
defenestration or, in reality, any kind of
enlargement. But man, playing the odds
with genitalia is fun.
Herbal science comes to your
rescue! — Dude, if the writers’ strike
weren’t ending (in two weeks, cross
your fingers), these people could
write the final season of “Lost.” Who
knew that erectile dysfunction was the
problem? And on a show like that, I
think that’s pretty feasible.
Easily attainable massive male
package — I’m a little concerned about

mail-order penis replacements. This
whole thing might not be able to fit in
my CSU box, but gosh darn it, it’s so
easy, I might as well go for it.
This is your thingy.....this is your
thingy on meds. Any Questions? —
Yes, many. Which thingy are we talking
about here: I mean, personally, I call a
lot of items “thingy.” Does my remote
control need to be bigger? Perhaps.
Also, is this like a your-brain-on-drugs
situation? Because I don’t want my
new penis to be dysfunctional.
You’re my Dream — I think this
is my favorite, because if they were
selling a subscription to e-mails that
just make me feel better about myself,
that’s something I would buy.
Magic transformations of your
willy — I’m just concerned that they
don’t exactly know what’s in these
pills they’re peddling. Also, something
about this advertising campaign is very
juvenile. Exactly what is the audience
here that they decided to choose willy
of all euphemisms? As someone of the
“Free Willy” generation and, therefore,
the glorious Michael Jackson theme
song, willy just brings up a slew of
other associations.
Make your lassie moan with lust and
passion! — Oh, this is no good. I just
can’t shake the image of a border collie
doing it with some guy with a tiny
penis. I suppose this does nail down the
audience a bit more; I think the e-mails
are intended for Irish children.
Try this and you’re welcome in the
world of s’e_xual giants! /Don’t miss a
chance to become a s’e_xual giant! —
Is this like the Junior League? The
NYAC? Phi Beta Kappa? I want to be
let in to the sexual giant club world. If
I am a member, do my children attend
some kind of cotillion?
So kudos to you, sexual
enhancement subject line writers.
Charlotte Savino is a Confusion
Corner columnist. She say NO to being
small-size loser!
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That Guy

Andrew Cunningham

Samantha Fien-Helfman
Flat Hat Columnist

I walk into the room for our interview to find
Andrew Cunningham sitting at a table with two cups
of fresh hot cocoa, candy canes and marshmallows.
The table is scattered with holiday cards, most of
which are already written and addressed. He is
potentially the only person I know who would be
writing cards to family and friends amidst our winter
finals. Yet, this setting is only a surface insight to
Andrew’s dedication to those close to him. Among
his limited-scope goals listed on his Facebook profile
he included “Be ‘That Guy’ in the Flat Hat.”
What is your biggest fear?
I cannot stand the feel of foam. Not like foam in
coffee, but rather the mattress type foam. Like all the
stuff electronics are packed in. Ugh, I hate that stuff.
I even take those foam things off my headphones. My
freshman hallmates would tape it around my door as
a joke because they knew how much I hate it.
A more legitimate one is the idea that, a lot of
times, I feel like everyone should be working to be
better in anything. There is no reason to stop. Maybe
work on other areas of your life, but no one is going
to max out on any of those things and my biggest
fear is to stop thinking that way and just to say, “I’m
done.” To stop trying to develop or improve and have
to look back and realize that and that I am exactly the
same person I was before. There’s no excuse for that.
It’s not an issue of being dissatisfied with yourself in
any way, but I see no reason to stagnate.
Do you think you’ve changed in your time at
the College?
The past two semesters, I’ve been in charge of
APO pledge staff, and over my time here helped to
initiate close to 350 brothers of APO. It’s exhausting,
but on the last day we had our brothers’ meeting,
Brian Chiglinsky had brothers stand if I had helped
them pledge and everyone except those that had
pledged a semester before me or when I went through
the process stood. I was really floored by the number
and there’s no denying that APO is a huge part of
what I’m about here at William and Mary.
How were you different in high school or even
elementary school?
I was not like this at all. I would say the biggest
difference was that I wasn’t open to others or even to
myself. I don’t really know how to describe it. I had
a reputation of being smart and stuck up about it. As
much I would hate to admit it, I think I was like that.
People would say, “You’re not missing anything if
you’re not friends with him.”
I would get embarrassed a lot when I was little. I
was the kid who cried about everything and anything.
[On] the first day of kindergarten. I was sitting next

to Alan Matt and he looked at my sandwich and, in a
really calm way, said “You like lettuce?” I interpreted
that as “Ew, you like lettuce?!” and I just started
bawling that my mother had sent me to school with
lettuce. Normal people just don’t do things like that.
Youlikelettuce: I even made a screen name about it.
If you had to flash forward, how do you see your
life changing and developing after graduation?
Professor [George] Greenia always tells me that
the average person changes careers seven times in
his life. That is what is keeping me sane right now.
I am hoping that I never have to have a career and I
know that sounds odd. I am currently treating the real
world like I do toward college: procrastinating. I’m
not looking for a real job that I want to keep for the
rest of my life. I know I don’t want to go directly to
graduate school because I’m not sure exactly what I
want to do yet, and I feel as if I should figure out that
first so I can then determine what further education
I’ll need. I’d like to apply to the Peace Corps if I
haven’t already missed the application deadline, but
I probably have.
You said earlier that the College has helped
you in ways other places couldn’t have. Are these
the same things that made you attracted to the
College in the first place?
In truth, I originally didn’t want to come to William
and Mary. The whole process … I just messed it up
and never did anything right. I decided that because
I liked languages in high school, I wanted to go to a
school that had an acclaimed international program.
I applied early action to Georgetown and when I got
in I almost withdrew my state school applications but
was just too lazy to do it. I drove the four hours up to
Georgetown with my family from Roanoke for their
Day for Admitted Students and didn’t see anyone. I
finally found the welcome banner but even that was
hanging haphazardly from the building. I then found
out that the Admitted Students Day weekend was
Friday and Saturday not Saturday and Sunday and
that I had missed everything. Even after that, WM
wasn’t top on my list and I was more considering
U.Va. because that’s where my brother had gone.
What really got me were the different attitudes from
the acceptance letters. Other schools would talk
about how proud I should be because of what fine
institutions they were, which they are, but almost
to the point of asking me to further impress them.
I compared those to William and Mary’s which
was more like, ‘We’re so excited … come all these
days for admitted students weekend …’ and it just
sounded like so much fun. I spent the entire weekend
and here I was blown away and was so impressed
after that weekend that I had pretty much decided I
wanted to go and told my dad to send in the deposit.
I absolutely loved the attitude William and Mary
had and it’s really what this school is like. They
were able to reflect who they were and a place that I
wanted to be a part of.

Spencer Atkinson — the flat hat

horoscopes
Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18

Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20

Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22

Aries: March 21 - April 19

Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 22

Taurus: April 20 - May 20

Scorpio: Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

Gemini: May 21- June 21

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Cancer: June 22 - July 22

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

You haven’t spent much time thinking
about Britney Spears before, but come
Thursday, you’ll find out exactly why
she’s been institutionalized.
Unfortunately, your HMO subscribes
to the following philosophy: “If time
heals all wounds, and time is money,
then money heals all wounds.”

You will learn that there is, indeed, more
than one way to skin a cat after your
exceptionally sadistic Resident Assistant
discovers your neighbor’s tabby.
The entire College population will gain
weight when the new French dining
hall director runs out of vegetables and
replies, “Let them eat cake.”

Your fetishes for beef and economists
will be revived this week during the first
annual economics department barbeque
and orgy.
Although you’ve always been a staunch
liberal, you will come to understand
George W. Bush on Monday when
you choke on a pretzel.

You’ve always been a curious person,
but trust the stars when they tell you that
you don’t want to know from whence
those little Vienna sausages come.

Before you ask, your roommate has a
very good reason to keep Meryl Streep
tied up and sedated under a pile of
clothes in her closet.
Today’s horoscopes are brought to
you by Head On: Apply directly to the
forehead. Head On: Apply directly to
the forehead.

You’ll learn to lock your door when
your parents, best friend, priest and
family dog drop in for a surprise visit
during a passionate encounter.

Students often hide their cars to avoid
tickets and fines, but dismantling your
Dodge Durango and storing it under
your bed simply isn’t feasible.

From the sublime to the ridiculous is only
a step; however, from Morton Hall to the
College Apartments is one mile.
— by Alex Guillén

behind closed doors

Dry forecast? Make it wet
Emily Powell
flat hat sex
columnist

You wouldn’t know it from
the precipitous weather that
Williamsburg has been dealing
with, but there’s actually a dry
spell going on. Not really in
terms of weather, but I hear a
lot of people have hit a sexual
drought.
If you aren’t in a relationship
— or sometimes even if you
are — the amount of sex you’re
getting can be as variable as
the weather. Sometimes it’s a
downpour; other times your
overflowing condom jar sits
mockingly on your nightstand.
This forced chastity may be a
blessing for you, but if not, how
do you deal with the drought?
Just to clarify, everyone
goes through dry spells.
Unless you’re a porn star or
an incredibly famous person,
you’ve had those frustrating
hit-or-miss nights at parties.
But taking a break isn’t
always a bad thing. Sometimes
sexual conquests can tie you
up — literally. Even if what
you’re looking for is no-stringsattached sex, you must admit
that a certain amount of time and
energy is spent in both finding
the other person and sealing the
deal.
If you’ve just left a
relationship, that’s another
huge chunk of time that’s now
available to you. Not to sound
like the typical College student,
but think of all the study time
you’ve now got on your hands.
That being said, even though
the absence of sexual activity
can relieve some mental and
emotional stresses, it brings
about a ton of new ones.
Having your mind fixated on

your hunger for sex can cloud
your thoughts during class and
alter your judgment outside of
it. I normally encourage sexual
fantasies, but during class may
be an exception. Also, when
you’ve been extremely horny for
a long time, it’s not uncommon
to come out of a class-time
fantasy and find yourself staring
at someone’s crotch dazedly. If
that person notices, you either
have an instant chance of ending
your sexual frustration or a
restraining order headed your
way.
Your social life can also be
negatively affected if you’ve
only got sex on the brain. As the
need becomes a higher priority,
all of your other standards begin
to take a back seat. If you lower
your standards just to get some
much-needed action, you may
well regret it the next morning.
looking for someone to whom
you are attracted — a feat in
itself — but you’re looking for
someone who’s going to let you
use that sex drive.
Try not to let your growing
sexual frustration come through
when you’re chatting up people;
the desperation comes through in
your voice. As silly as it sounds,
acting as though you couldn’t
care less about when you’ll next
have sex is sometimes the best
bait.

Exude sexiness, don’t sweat
it. It’s the same principle as
acting indifferently to your
desires. You need to be subtle
in everything you do so that
interested parties know that
you’re up for fun, but not that
you need it.
If you’re a girl, wear that
outfit that you know sparks the
imagination. Button enough
buttons to be decent, but make
sure his mind wanders to
what’s underneath. Accidentally
brushing your target’s arm
and lingering a bit too long
tends to work magic, but don’t
try anything too out there.
“Accidentally” dropping some
condoms in front of the person
is only meant for “Sex and the
City.”
For the men, the same advice
rings true: Showcase the best
parts of your body, but don’t be
the tool who comes to parties
with a sleeveless shirt and
constantly points to things by
flexing.
Lay it on lightly and approach
the person who catches your
eye with confidence. After all,
that’s the key for anyone looking
to end a long term of forced
celibacy: Stay focused, calm and
confident.
Emily Powell is the Flat Hat
sex columnist. She’s not letting
the rain dampen her sex life.
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Camcorder-filmed ‘Cloverfield’ thrills
By greg benson
The Flat Hat

The genius marketing campaign
run by the masterminds behind
“Cloverfield” would have you believe
that their movie completely redefines
science fiction, horror and gigantic
rampaging monsters as we know
them, all in about 80 minutes.
Unfortunately for those of us who
grew up watching Ghidora and Mothra
duke it out over downtown Tokyo, it
doesn’t. However, it does fulfill some
commendable and, at times, surprisingly complex objectives, all through
the lens of a handheld camcorder.
The basic idea of the movie, as
revealed by a frighteningly realistic
military disclaimer at the film’s onset,
is that the following footage is now
property of the U.S. government after
its recovery from what is alluded to be
a disaster in New York City.
The man on the other side of the
camera for most of the movie after
that is Hud, played by T.J. Miller; he
is one of the several leading actors
who’s really quite good, despite never
having been in anything you’ve ever
heard of.
Hud has been tasked with filming his best friend Robert’s (Michael
Stahl, NBC’s “The Black Donnellys”)
going-away party on his last night
in New York before he leaves for
Tokyo. However, after several tremors, a power surge and an explosion
that sends the Statue of Liberty’s head
rocketing through Manhattan like a
pinball disrupted those plans, Hud,
Robert and the rest of the guests must
then run from a giant amphibious
monster that is attacking the city.
The “home video” technique, while
not as ground-breaking or original as

the producers would have you believe,
is nonetheless a surprisingly effective and, at times, subtle device for
playing on lingering 9/11 paranoia.
Unlike the omniscient camera angles
used in traditional cinematography,
the camcorder recreates the sheer horror that comes from being caught up
in a disaster over which you have zero
control.
The beauty of the handheld cam-

era trick is that it can simultaneously
inspire gripping fear while making
you feel like you rode a thrill ride at
Busch Gardens — complete with the
puke I found in the bathroom sink
afterward.
So, in a sense, this is a monster
movie for the new millennium. People
these days like their movies dark,
gritty and packed to the gills with contemporary issues. The good news is

that “Cloverfield” satisfies that quasicathartic need of the movie-going
public to be intellectually challenged
while still appealing to die-hard fans
of the old rubbery Godzilla movies.
The seamless have-your-cake-andeat-it-too blend of bygone phobias
and cutting edge CGI-enhanced monster mayhem might well be the film’s
greatest accomplishment.

iiiii

The Sinfonicron Light Opera
Company presented the musical
“Pirates of Penzance” this past
weekend, produced by Timothy
Kaufmann ’08 and directed by Dan
Plehal ’09.
The
student-run
production
was fantastic, and left its audience
recounting hilarious one-liners and
humming memorable songs. It was
clear that the cast, which spent two

“Lost” returns Jan. 31 at 9 p.m. on ABC.

‘Lost’ fans
await show’s
fourth season
By matthew falwell
The Flat Hat

soprano voice filled the theater and,
although there was some difficulty
understanding her lyrics, she was
lovely nonetheless. Mary Myers ’10,
who played Frederick’s desperate-yetloveable nanny, stole the first scenes
of the production. The delightful
scene of Myers desperately clinging
to Frederick’s leg to convince him of
her worldly beauty was priceless. In
addition, the flexible Brent Schultheis
’08 gave new meaning to physical
comedy. It was a real disappointment
he didn’t make an appearance in the
first act.
The members of the ensemble of
pirates, police and daughters did a
great job, causing my eyes to dart
from actor to actor. Everyone seemed
to be having fun as their gestures and
body movements stayed true to their
characters. The interaction between
the sophisticated daughters and the
rowdy pirates was quite entertaining.
Notable performances included Anna
Hunter ’10, Jake Nelson ’11 and Chris
Bassett ’08.
The student orchestra of over 20
students also did an exceptional job.
On opening night they seemed a bit
off, but most likely that can be written
off to first-night jitters. Their overture
was complemented by a skull and
cross bones lit on the curtain, a perfect

Where other shows have suffered from
declining quality (I’m looking at you, “House,”
“24,” “Heroes,” “Prison Break,” et al.) “Lost” is
an island of excellence.
Bad puns aside, the third season finished
stronger than any before it, and the preliminary
reviews of what lies ahead look to only exceed
what’s already passed. Before I can say anything
else, however, I must warn you: If you don’t want
the episodes that have already aired spoiled, you
really shouldn’t read any further.
For those of you still with me, I can’t contain
my excitement in telling you that after an extended
break of nearly eight months, Jan. 31 will let us
heed future-Jack Shepherd’s pleas and return to
the island at last. And not a moment too soon,
as more and more mindless reality shows fill
programming blocks each week.
The fall out from the writers’ strike has begun,
and “Lost” may be the only safe patch of land
in a sea of television that never fails to horrify.
Couch potatoes are given a choice between the
lesser of two evils, as terminators and disturbingly
muscular American Gladiators vie for their
attention. I honestly can’t imagine a time when
our televisions have needed quality programming
more than now.
Thankfully, the show remains top-notch even
after three years of its well-known, tried-and-true
formula of character-centric episodes sprinkled
with exciting and telling flashbacks (and the
occasional ones that are just a bore — I’m looking
at you, Claire). The curveball twist during the
third season finale marked the end of the series’
traditional format. In an emotional and depressing
character portrait of leading man Jack Shephard,
fans were treated to what were the most shocking
flashback scenes yet.
The scenes depict Jack Shephard as far removed
from the character with whom audiences have
been acquainted for three years. He’s addicted
to pain killers, a raging alcoholic, suffering from
depression to the point of suicide and sporting
a nasty beard. The flashbacks were powerful
and moving in themselves, but audiences were
doubtlessly wondering exactly how it all relates to
the action on the show.
Suspicion of the writers was not unwarranted
either. Several episodes in the third season
centered on flashbacks that were of little to no
importance, and at times were just plain boring.
I’m sorry, Kate, but at this point we’ve grown
tired of watching you flee the police while leaving
a trail of broken hearts in your wake. And just how
many times have we seen you con someone out
of their fortune, Sawyer? The sad truth is that the
well for pertinent character information is running
dry. I don’t blame the writers though, I’m actually
amazed they’ve done it so well for three seasons.
This flashback was no dud, however — for the

See ‘pirates’ page 9

See ‘lost’ page 9
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[From Left] Rob (Michael Stahl-David), Marlena (Lizzy Caplan) and Lily (Jessica Lucas) react to the horrors around
them in “Cloverfield.” The film’s no-name cast provides a more realistic monster-movie feel.

Sinfonicron produces ‘Pirates of Penzance’
By Mary bonney
The Flat Hat

courtesy photo — ABC

weeks of winter break preparing
the musical (doing everything from
rehearsing to set construction), loved
this production and put their hearts into
it. The product was truly outstanding.
‘Penzance’ tells the story of a
young man named Frederick, who is
mistakenly apprenticed at a young age
as a pirate until his 21st birthday. Now
that his service to the “glorious” Pirate
King and his band of harmless pirates
is complete, Frederick’s undeniable
sense of duty leads him to rid the seas
of these ruffians. Complications arise,

courtesy photo — ChristianAmonson.com

The Sinfonicron Light Opera Company produced Gilbert and Sullivan’s classic
musical, “Pirates of Penzance” last weekend. Over 90 students worked on the show.

and their island is invaded by a group
of lovely daughters, the likes of which
Frederick has never before seen. The
plot quickly thickens, however, and
chaos erupts.
Though the musical’s humor is
in the lyrics, the cast brought the
production to life through humorous
choreography. The original script
leaves much for interpretation and the
actors, led by choreographer Kelsey
Meiklejohn ’09, took full advantage
of physical movement and slapstick
comedy in every scene. Their musical
nod to “Pirates of the Caribbean” during
a fight scene delighted the audience.
Fantastic vocal performances were
showcased in ‘Pirates,’ as nearly
every principal character exceeded
expectations. Josh Garstka ’09 brought
boyish charm to his lead role, creating
a humorous musical number when he
encounters beautiful women his own
age. Barret Armbruster ’10, shone as
the Pirate King, delivering each line
with impeccable comedic timing. His
vocal performance was the strongest
in the musical and the twinkle in his
eye was visible even from the balcony.
His counterpart, Rolfe Shiflett ’08,
was delightful as well — his hilarious
accent added flavor to every line and
his performance of “I Am the Very
Model of a Modern Major General”
was well-done.
Maurene Comey’s ’10 beautiful

Heath Ledger’s tragic death at age 28 leaves loving fan distraught
Liz Pedraja

flat hat Columnist

May 11, 2001 — a day most eagerly awaited by
my group of giggling preteen friends.
While this date may seem fairly innocuous to
most, to us it represented the pinnacle of our social
existence at the time: Heath Ledger Day. Dressed
to impress, with platform sneakers and body
glitter, we went to the local theater for the eagerly
anticipated opening of “A Knight’s Tale.”
My childhood bedroom is still covered in
memorabilia dedicated to Heath — from a picture
of him with Heather Graham (on which I craftily
covered her face with my own) to notes penned
with pink ink signed “Liz Ledger” to the Vanity
Fair spread I stole from my aunt years ago to adorn
various middle school binders and notebooks. Of

course, don’t forget, the pinnacle of my collection:
A silver frame embossed with “My Boyfriend”
holding three separate pictures of Heath (much to
the chagrin and dismay of my “real” boyfriend, a
certain reviews editor who has not yet made the cut
into the frame).
Needless to say, I’ve been with Heath for quite a
while now.
The fact that Heath had such a young end is
tragic in itself, yet is more tragic still in light of the
accomplishments he was on his way to achieving. I
first saw Heath in the Australian film “Two Hands”
(which I own thanks to a $2 bargain bin at the local
video store) in which he plays a man who owes
$10,000 to the mob and is consequently on the run.
This film gained him exposure due to its several
nominations in the Australian film circuit.
We became better acquainted in his breakout
role in the United States — one we all still embrace
and enjoy: “10 Things I Hate About You.” Amid
the wave of teen movies popping up during our
middle school years, wedged between “She’s

All That” and “American Pie,” it was a gem
hidden beneath mountains of movies about teen
angst. Not only is this movie based on the classic
Shakespeare comedy “Taming of the Shrew,” but
it contains wonders such as Heath’s performance
singing “Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You” while
dancing on the bleachers, igniting girls’ fantasies
everywhere. Heath won over the female audience
with his exotic accent, bad-boy attire and sexy
smile and gained the hearts of males with his
cynical quips.
I feel that Heath and I forged a friendship with
his appearance as the squire looking to “change
his stars” in “A Knight’s Tale.” Not only did this
offer hours of beautiful footage of Heath with his
new (and later, trademark) blonde curls, but it
offered undercutting comedy to those familiar with
Chaucer or the Black Prince.
Yet the Aussie grew and matured, gaining even
my mother’s respect with his more recent and
See ledger page 9
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Heath Ledger was nominated for an Oscar for his
portrayal of Ennis in “Brokeback Mountain.”
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Movies

Coming Attractions

— compiled by
Kasi Kangarloo
and Genice Phillips

“Rambo” (Paramount Pictures)
Stallone returns jacked and ready for the fourth installment
in his famous “Rambo” franchise, this time set in the
jungles of Thailand, where past trauma (see previous
installments) has led him to withdraw into seclusion.
Looks to be another gun-slinging blood bath.
Jan. 25
“Untraceable” (20th Century Fox)
Diane Lane stars as Jennifer Marsh, an FBI agent tracing a psychotic killer who webcasts his murders for the
morbidly curious, doing in his victims quicker depending
on the number of visitors to the site. In the course of the
investigation, Marsh becomes the next victim. Jan. 25

Albums

The Mars Volta — “The Bedlam in Goliath”
The fourth full-length release by prog rock wonders The
Mars Volta brings the band back to its concept-album roots,
this time passing on tales first told by the ominous “Goliath,”
who purportedly spoke to the band members through their
very own Ouija board after drug-addled shows. Jan. 29
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Hollywood Gossip
Lil Wayne, big stash
Lil Wayne got tha blues
Wednesday morning when his
charter bus was stopped. The
young playa was arrested on
enemy turf for possession of 3.7
ounces of marijuana, 1 ounce
of cocaine and 1.45 ounces of
ecstasy. Two members of his
entourage, Curtis Stewart and
Harold Johnson, were arrested
for marijuana possession as
well. In addition to drugs, the
fly talkin’ rapper was also
carrying a .40-caliber pistol and
more than $22,000 in cash.

Elephant Man — “Let’s Get Physical”
Dancehall fire-head Elephant Man returns to the scene with
a new studio album, jam packed with intense riddims and
more dancing. With a pushed back release date, Bad Boy
Records still makes this Jamaican musician sound better than
any other artist from Diddy’s otherwise dry label. Jan. 29.
Chris Walla — “Field Manual”
Eight years have passed since the release of Chris
Walla’s little-known solo project Martin Youth Auxiliary,
and it now looks like the lead guitarist of Seattle-based
Death Cab for Cutie will finally release a more official, albeit more advertised, solo album.
Jan. 29

Menage a quatre
After a wild and wicked birthday bash with the likes of Kelly
Osbourne and Ronnie Wood
of the Rolling Stones, Kate
Moss just doesn’t know what
to do with herself. According
to a British tabloid, the fashion
muse sought sex with strangers
— she reportedly had a racy
rendezvous with two female
models and a man following
the sexy soiree. The supermodel denies the orgy accusations
and has instructed her lawyer
to take legal action.
Heading for the Hills
No longer tied to her former employer, Teen Vogue,
Lauren Conrad is moving out.
The career intern is moving
to the Hollywood Hills with
roommate Audrina Patridge
and “Laguna Beach” pal Lo
Bosworth. With few, if any,
serious ambitions, the girls
are looking forward to another inane year in the Hills.
According to Audrina, “New
year, new house, new jobs,
new boys, new everything.
It’s gonna be fun.”

‘Sex and the City’ throwdown
Smart people — especially
celebrities — should probably
avoid public skirmishes. Sarah
Jessica Parker and Matthew
Broderick found themselves in
a very public fight Wednesday.
The New York power couple,
who usually take pains to keep
their personal lives private,
were spotted bickering back
and forth on a Manhattan
subway platform. Sounds like
Stepford isn’t all it’s cracked
up to be.
— by Alice Hahn

Ledger’s death devastates devoted fan
ledger from page 8
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Sinfonicron “flew” the skull and crossbones across the curtains for the
group’s recent production of “Pirates of Penzance.”

Sinfonicron’s ‘Pirates’
brings comedy, delight
‘pirates’ from page 8

way to begin the musical.
The students that presented
‘Pirates’ should be proud; it was
truly a wonderful performance.

It surpassed most productions
put on by the College’s theatre
department. I will be awaiting
Sinfonicron’s show next year, with
hopes it proves as entertaining as
this one.

mature performances. In “Monster’s Ball,”
Heath hit audiences with his most powerful
moment when he angrily shouts at his father,
“You’ve always hated me, haven’t you?
Well, I’ve always loved you.” Followed by
his immediate suicide in the film.
“Monster’s Ball” marked the beginning
of a change for Heath — street credibility
as an actor who was so much more than a
teenage heartthrob, proven by the critical
response to his acting ability in “Brokeback
Mountain.” Nominated for both an Oscar
and Golden Globe for Best Actor, Heath’s
talents were finally recognized. Although
he did not win either of these prestigious
awards, he still managed to win the title of
“Best Actor of 2005” from the New York
Film Critics Circle.
The loss of this rising, talented star is
softened somewhat by the reassurance that
he will be starring in the upcoming Batman
movie “Dark Knight” — thankfully, filming
had finished before his untimely death on
Tuesday.
What makes this such a devastating loss
for me, and for many I know, is the loss of
one of our greatest adolescent memories.
We grew up with Heath. He showed up in
middle school, jumping on the teen movie

bandwagon as his first experiment with
acting in Hollywood. As we began high
school and branched out, Heath, too, began
to come into his own with more adult
roles, like those in “Ned Kelly” and “The
Order,” trying to discover who he was as
an actor. Then, when we had hit our stride,
we graduated high school and began to
really spread our wings in our first years
of college, as Heath gained his first Oscar
nomination for his critically acclaimed role

courtesy photo — warner bros. pictures

Heath Ledger finished filming for his next movie, “The Dark Knight,” prior to his untimely
death. His final screen performance will be as the Joker, Batman’s maniacal arch enemy.

ABC’s ‘Lost’ returns for
fourth season
‘lost’ from page 8

first time, it served as the season’s
final scene, outshining the islandfocused action and seizing the
climax for itself. The payoff came
in the final moments, when a tearful
Jack met a mysterious woman at
the airport — who turned out to be
none other than Kate Austen. Jack
shouted his final line, “We have
to go back!” and “Lost” junkies
around the country all gasped at
once. Analysts say the moment
registered a 4.0 on the Richter
scale.
At that moment the fan was
not only hit, but destroyed. Jack’s
flashbacks in the finale were in fact
flash-forwards. J.J. Abrams and
Damon Lindelof, the producers of
the series, quickly came forward
and revealed that the next season
will focus on life before the island,
on the island and after the island.
What’s a viewer to do? Feed the
addiction and watch more, of
course.
What does this mean for
the show? Besides the promise
that Jack and Kate (and up to
six others, advertisements have
touted) make it off the island, the
change blows a good number of
popular theories out of the water.
But it also promises answers. And
that seems to be the buzzword that
has fans excited most.
Without a doubt, the success of
“Lost” lies in its mystery, but after
three years of asking, “Where the

hell are they going with this?”
after nearly every episode, many
viewers are burned out. Indeed,
the show’s ratings dropped to an
all-time low this past season, and
some critics cite a lack of faith
in an attainable conclusion as the
principle cause (Mr. Eko would
be ashamed). With rescue certain
for at least some of the characters,
fans can rest assured that the
writers know what they’re doing.
Also since the last season,
Abrams and Lindelof hammered
out their contracts with ABC,
cementing the show’s lifetime to
a grand total of six seasons, with
the remaining three lasting only
16 episodes each. Abrams stated
that the shorter episode order
was designed to reduce the filler
between important episodes and
allow each episode to be substantial
within the ongoing storyline.
How the writers’ strike
will affect the fourth season is
unknown. As of now, only eight
episodes are finished and no more
have been written. The eight
episodes will not be a condensed
version of the intended 16, the
unfortunate circumstance that
befell and ruined the finale of
“Heroes.”
“Lost” will return Thursday,
Jan. 31 at 9 p.m. on ABC. If your
memory needs some refreshing or
you’re a newcomer, tune in at 8
p.m. for a summary of the show
so far, since it’s difficult to simply
jump into midway.
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in “Brokeback Mountain.” It’s not just
his movies we will lament, but what he
represents: memories of our innocence and
adolescence.
So please, dig through your VHS tapes,
find “10 Things I Hate About You” and join
me in commemorating one of the greatest
performances for our generation.
Liz Pedraja is a Flat Hat columnist. She
promises she still loves her “real” boyfriend
more.

Matthew Fox stars as Jack Shepherd in ABC’s hit television series, “Lost.”
The show’s fourth season will premier Thursday, Jan. 31 at 9 p.m.
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Men’s Basketball

Six in a row for Tribe
After overtime win at Drexel,
the College hosts rival ODU
By Andrew Pike
Flat Hat Assoc. Sports Editor
Senior captains Nathan Mann and Laimis Kisielius combined
for 15 of the Tribe’s 17 final points as the College (10-8, 6-2)
held off the Drexel University Dragons (9-11, 2-6) in overtime
for a 73-72 victory, earning its sixth-straight CAA victory.
“We tried so many times to give it away,” Head Coach Tony
Shaver said in a postgame interview on the Tribe radio network.
“Just a chance to ice the ballgame and [we have] a turnover,
maybe a bad shot, and we let them back in it. But the guys kept
finding ways to win.”
Despite 26 turnovers, the Tribe earned its first-ever win at
Drexel due to strong shooting, especially from three-point range.
The College connected on 14 of 26 from long distance as Mann
knocked down a career-high six triples, finishing with 18 points.
His three consecutive treys in the latter stages of regulation
kept the Tribe in position for a win, pushing the lead to 65-61
with 1:41 remaining. However, turnovers on the College’s next
two possessions led to four Drexel points and the 10th tie of
the contest. The Tribe had a chance to win, but Mann could not
connect on a tough baseline jumper.
In overtime, Kisielius hit two three-pointers to push the
College’s lead to 71-66, but three empty Tribe possessions
allowed the Dragons to claw back within one with 1:31
remaining. The College countered with sophomore Danny
Sumner’s layup to push the lead back to three at 73-70. Drexel’s
Scott Rodgers made a basket in traffic to close the margin to
73-72, and when Tribe junior forward Pete Stein missed on the
other end, Drexel found itself in a position to win the game.
With 8.8 seconds remaining, the Dragons inbounded the ball
and proceeded to call a timeout with 3.5 seconds remaining
after nothing developed offensively. Tramayne Hawthorne
received the inbounds pass and launched a deep three-pointer
that missed, sealing the Dragons’ fate.
Kisielius paced the Tribe with 20 points, while Sumner
added 14 of his own. Drexel center Frank Elegar dominated
for stretches of the game, leading the Dragons with 24 points
and 15 rebounds, but struggled down the stretch and committed
some costly turnovers.

Women’s Basketball

Tribe prepares to face off
against Drexel Sunday

The College will travel north
to battle Drexel University Sunday in an attempt to knock off one
of the top teams in the CAA. The
Tribe (8-10, 2-4 CAA) will need
to shut down hot-shooting junior
Nicole Hester and reigning CAA
Rookie of the Year Gabriela Marginean to challenge the streaking
Dragons (10-7, 5-1 CAA), who
enter the contest as winners of
nine of their last 10 games. Senior
Kyra Kaylor, the College’s alltime leading scorer, will look to
rally the Tribe following a hardfought loss to George Mason on
Thursday night. Drexel fell to
Towson University 57-52 in overtime Thursday as well.
CAA Men’s Basketball

VCU’s 7-1 conference record
good for first in standings

All 12 CAA teams were in play
Wednesday night in an evening
that provided little clarity to the
extremely tight race for the conference title. The top five squads all
were victorious as VCU, George
Mason, Delaware, UNC Wilmington and the Tribe all maintained
their positions at the jam-packed
top of the standings. Heading into
the weekend, VCU maintains the
top spot at 7-1 in conference play
while George Mason, Delaware
and the Tribe all sit a game back
at 6-2.
Tennis

Men, women host matches
at McCormack-Nagelsen

Fresh off a come-from-behind
5-2 victory over no. 38 Old Dominion University Wednesday,
the 43rd-ranked men will play
two matches at the McCormackNagelsen tennis center Saturday.
The first match against no. 15
Wake Forest University will begin at 10 a.m., while Longwood
University will battle the Tribe at
6 p.m. The women, ranked 15th
in the nation, will look to rebound
from a loss against no. 7 Northwestern University when the team
hosts no. 21 Wake Forest at 2 p.m.
Saturday.
— By Matt Poms and Miles
Hilder. Photo courtesy Jim Agnew.

Scoreboard
Women’s basketball
1/24 @ G. Mason — L, 47-42

Schedule
Fri., Jan. 25
track and field
@ CNU Captain’s Invitational —
Newports News, Va.

Sat., Jan. 26
Track and field
@ CNU Captain’s Invitational —
Newport News, Va.
@ Patriot Games —
Fairfax, Va.
Men’s tennis
WAKE FOREST — 10 a.m.
LONGWOOD — 6 p.m.
women’s tennis
WAKE FOREST — 2 p.m.
men’s gymnastics
@ Navy Open —
Annapolis, Md.
MEN’s basketball
OLD DOMINION — 7 p.m.

Sun., Jan. 27

Women’s swim and dive
@ Richmond — 1 p.m.
woMEN’s basketball
@ Drexel — 1 p.m.
woMEN’s gymnastics
@ West Virginia — 1 p.m.

Courtesy Photo — Jim Agnew

Senior guard Nathan Mann scored 18 points in the Tribe’s 73-72 overtime win at Drexel Wednesday.

Keys to the game
When the Tribe has the ball

Consistent Execution
Head Coach Tony Shaver has been
preaching this all season, especially
during this six-game streak. During this
span, the Tribe has shown flashes of solid
offensive execution, while at other times the College
has gone cold for long scoring droughts. If the Tribe
can operate within its offense by creating open shots
with persistent ball movement and hitting cutters, the
College will find itself with good looks at the basket
and a chance to win. Moreover, the Tribe must dictate
the pace. Allowing ODU’s backcourt an opportunity
to run will only hinder the College’s chances.
Work Inside-Out
Some of the College’s most successful offensive
stretches have come when the Tribe dumps the ball into
the high post and either looks for an open lane to the
basket or kicks the ball out for a three-point attempt. If
the College can force ODU’s defense to collapse when
the ball enters the paint, the Tribe will have open jump
shots. In order for the Monarch defense to close in, the
College will have to prove it can score in the post and finish
on opportunities around the basket.
Value the Ball
In its most recent CAA victory at Drexel, the Tribe
committed 26 turnovers. A repeat performance against the
Monarchs would be devastating. ODU comes into the game
third in the CAA in steals per game at 8.1 and Monarch senior
Brandon Johnson leads the league in steals per game at 2.8. In
the first five games of the winning streak, limiting turnovers
proved vital for the Tribe as they averaged only 13 per game.
Left: senior forward Laimus Kisielius. Photo courtesy W&M Sports Info.
Right: ODU guard Brian Henderson. Photo courtesy ODU Sports Info.

Tribe (10-8, 6-2 CAA) vs. Old Dominion (9-11, 4-4)
When: Saturday, 7 p.m.
Where: Kaplan Arena

When ODU has the ball
Talk, Talk, Talk
The Tribe’s match-up zone entails lots of
switching on the defensive end, which means
communication is critical. The College’s
defense has keyed its winning streak
and keeps the Tribe in games
when its scoring slows. Therefore,
when switching on screens or
“showing,” talking becomes vital.
Miscommunication will only lead
to defensive breakdowns and easy
scoring chances for the Monarchs.
Battle of the Boards
In the season’s first meeting between these teams,
the Monarchs grabbed 15 offensive rebounds, which
led to 18 second-chance points. Only James Madison
University has snared more offensive rebounds than
ODU during the Tribe’s past six games. Holding
its own on the boards will allow the Tribe to limit
the Monarchs’ second-chance opportunities and
possibly propel the College to a win.
Control Gerald Lee
The 6’10” sophomore forward leads
the Monarchs in points and rebounds, and
provides ODU with its most consistent
interior production. If the College can limit
Lee’s touches and keep him off the glass,
the Tribe will force ODU’s offense out
of the paint and to the perimeter, where
the Monarchs shoot 33.9 percent from
three-point range and where the
College holds its opponents to 30.6
percent shooting.

From the Sidelines

Upsets prove that hoops madness has only just begun
Andy Andrews

Flat Hat Sports Columnist

The magic of college basketball
is building up again as we slowly
approach March.
The 2008 season, much like the 2007
season, is being taken over by talented
freshman, thanks to the new NBA age
limit. Last year, Kevin Durant was the
first freshman ever to win player of the
year honors. 2008 will likely see another
freshman take the award as Kansas State
University freshman forward Michael
Beasley has emerged as the early front
runner. Beasley has been an absolute
monster, leading the nation in rebounds
per game (12.6), and is ranking fourth in
points per game (24.6).

This past week has been the most
eventful thus far this season. The
University of North Carolina saw its 17game winning streak and no. 1 ranking
fall at home to an unranked Maryland
Terrapins squad Saturday. Maryland is a
team that struggled early but could find a
place in the rankings if it avoids getting
beat up in the tough ACC. The Terrapins
are third in the country in field goal
defense and has a potential star in forward
James Gist (22 points, 13 rebounds vs.
UNC). North Carolina, the highest scoring
team in the nation, rebounded after the
Maryland loss with a 98-82 thumping of
the University of Miami (Fla).
Fourth-ranked UCLA also lost
Saturday, at home to unranked USC in
a game that featured three extremely
talented freshmen, as the Trojans’ O.J.
Mayo and David Jefferson got the best
of Bruins’ 6’10” center Kevin Love. The

three freshmen have been leading their
teams and combined for 59 points and 22
rebounds in the game.
Tuesday, fifth-ranked Tennessee had
its 11-game winning streak snapped at
the hands of mediocre and unranked
Kentucky. Preseason All-American Chris
Lofton (13.8 ppg) is leading a Volunteers
team that ranks first in the country in
assist-to-turnover ratio. Kentucky, a
perennial powerhouse, is having a tough
time adjusting to playing without longtime coach Tubby Smith. Meanwhile,
Smith is experiencing immediate success
with his new team, starting out 12-5 at the
University of Minnesota, a team that won
only nine games last year.
Amidst the usual chaos stand two
undefeated teams: Memphis (17-0) and
Kansas (18-0). Memphis is ranked no.
1 for the first time since 1983, boasting
five wins against teams in the RPI top 50.

Meanwhile, Kansas is a deep, experienced
team finding success through their
unselfish play (Kansas ranks third in the
NCAA in assists per game). In addition,
the Jayhawks have the second-best field
goal percentage in the country and lead
the nation in scoring margin (24.3 ppg).
With regular season games like the
Tennessee-Memphis matchup set for Feb.
23 and two Duke–UNC games on the
schedule, there will be much excitement
left for the regular season. One thing is
for sure, however: the teams at the top
will have a few more bumps in the road
before the madness starts in March.
Andy’s top 5 teams
1. Memphis
2. Kansas
3. UNC
4. Duke
5. UCLA
E-mail Andy at raandrews@wm.edu.

